Covius™ Streamlines Bidding and Adds VIP Program to Its RealtyBid Auction Platform
Denver—June 3, 2021—Covius Holdings, Inc., a leading provider of technology-enabled solutions to the
financial services industry, announced today that it has added additional enhancements to its RealtyBid online
auction platform, including bidder and investor benefits and incentives.
RealtyBid® is a national online and live auction platform with a 20-year record of helping sellers achieve
expedited sales goals and buyers maximize investments.
The new enhancements include:
•

An all-new VIP Investor Program that rewards loyal buyers with automatic perks such as concierge
services, dedicated asset managers and customized inventory lists

•

Multiple bidder purchase profiles, which are built to maintain buyer information and auto-populate
purchase contracts for several buying entities for each bidder, decreasing manual input and increasing
efficiency and closing turn time

•

An advanced document library that enables users to upload, store and present documents quickly
when bidding and buying

These enhancements complement the recently announced integration of Weiss Analytics’
(www.weissanalytics.com) home price data and property and market forecasts that are now available on the
RealtyBid platform. The new analytics allow buyers to use sophisticated analyses to determine price trajectory
of individual properties, neighborhoods and to investigate market dynamics on 80 million properties.
“The new user-friendly enhancements to RealtyBid provide bidders and investors a more streamlined buying
process that will increase their efficiency and ultimately their success,” said Chris Link, SVP, RealtyBid. “Our
new in-house enhancements, coupled with Weiss’ data and analytics, create an unparalleled buying
experience.”
The new capabilities are part of Covius Connected, a broad and flexible strategic blueprint for enhancing our
clients’ digital experience by increasing transparency, consistency, performance and ease of integration. All
Covius Connected services are intended to be self-serviceable, flexible, scalable, fault tolerant and secure.
Covius Connected simplifies the buying and onboarding processes and shrinks time to value and ROI for
clients.
About Covius
Covius is a trusted provider of services, insight and technology to leading financial companies. Covius’
technology-enabled solutions deliver operational efficiencies, mitigate risk and empower compliant decisions
and borrower interactions. Covius businesses are recognized leaders in credit and verification services, HOA
and tax tracking, quality assurance, regulatory compliance, compliant document services, comprehensive
settlement services, lien and title curative solutions, REO asset management and auction services, capital
markets due diligence and oversight, insurance policy analysis as well as rapid-development, customizable
cloud-based business process solutions. The company was named a 2021 HousingWire Tech100 winner. For
more information about the company and its services, visit www.covius.com.
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